APPLICATION FOR CONSENT TO CARRY OUT WORKS ON
COMMON LAND
Commons Act 2006: Section 38
National Trust Act 1971: Section 23
Greater London Parks and Open Spaces Order 1967: Article
12

Return completed application to:
The Commons Team
The Planning Inspectorate
3A Temple Quay House
2 The Square
Temple Quay
Bristol
BS1 6PN
Tel: 0303 444 5408
E-mail: commonlandcasework@planninginspectorate.gov.uk
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Before you apply for consent you should consult informally and widely about the
proposed works as this may help you identify and overcome any objections.
Answer all the questions on this form in full, tick all relevant boxes and use a separate
sheet where there is insufficient space for your answer.
Refer to separate Notes on completing this form (the “Notes”) and Guidance Sheets
(listed at Annex F of the Notes) before applying.
Read Guidance Sheets 1a, 1b and 1c for all Section 38 cases.
Read Guidance Sheet 2a if the land is owned by the National Trust.
Read Guidance Sheet 2b if the land is registered as a town or village green.
Read Guidance Sheet 2c if the land is regulated by a scheme of management.
Read Guidance Sheet 2d if the land is owned/managed by a London Borough Council.

Legislation
This application is made under:
✔ Section 38: Commons Act 2006 for land which is:• registered common land
• other land (e.g. registered town or village green) to which Section 38 applies
Section 23: National Trust Act 1971
Article 12: The Greater London Parks and Open Spaces Order 1967

SECTION A – The common land
1.

Name and full address of
common

CL no or VG no
Commons Registration
Authority (Usually the
county council or unitary
authority)

Crosby Ravensworth Common
Crosby Ravensworth
Penrith
Cumbria
CA10 3JP

CL10 Crosby Ravensworth Fell,
Cumbria County Council

SECTION B1 – The applicant
2.

Forename
Surname
Organisation (if
appropriate)
Title (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Dr)
Full Postal Address
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Chair, Crosby Ravnesworth Commoners Association
Mr

c/o PFK Land Agency
Agricultural Hall
Skirsgill
PENRITH

2

Postcode

CA11 0DN

Telephone No/Mobile
E-mail address
3.

Do you prefer to be contacted by
(ignore if you are using an agent)

Post

E-mail

SECTION B1a – The agent (where relevant)
3a. Forename

1. Jo

2. Dan

1. Edwards

2. Hunt

1. PFK Land Agency

2. Bowfell Consulting Ltd

1. Ms

2. Mr

AGENT 1:

AGENT 2:

PFK Land Agency
Agricultural Hall
Skirsgill
PENRITH

Bowfell Consultinhg Ltd
1 Woodside Close
Endmoor
KENDAL

1. CA11 0DN

2. LA8 0HP

Telephone No/Mobile

1. 07834 258731

2. 07711 285872

E-mail address

1. joedwards@pfk.co.uk 2. dan.bowfell@gmail.com

Surname
Organisation (if
appropriate)
Title (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Dr)
Full Postal Address

Postcode

Do you prefer to be contacted by

Post

✔

E-mail

SECTION B2 – The owner of the common land
4.

Forename

David

Surname

Bliss

Organisation (if
appropriate)
Title (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Dr)
Full Postal Address

Estate Manager, Lowther Estate Trust (LET)
Mr

Lowther Estate Office
Lowther
Penrith

Postcode

CA10 2HG

Telephone No/Mobile

01931 712577

E-mail address

david.bliss@lowther.co.uk
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SECTION C – Area of common and common rights
5.

What is the total area of the common as registered?

1892 hectares

What common rights, if any, are registered? (e.g. number and type)

A copy of the Commons Register for the common is provided at Appendix 1.
In total there are grazing rights for:
Sheep - ewes - 5189rights + followers
Cattle - 296 rights
Some rights are variable, where cattle rights can be converted to sheep and vice
versa, and cattle can be converted to horses.
There are rights for a small number of geese, which are not currently exercised.
There are also rights of turberry, which are not currently exercised
Are the common rights ever exercised?

✔

Yes

No

6.
If yes, please give details e.g. which commoners are active, which rights are
exercised and how frequently?

There are 18 active graziers, who grazed sheep, plus some grazed cattle, in
2019.
There are 5 known inactive graziers. Some of these let their grazing rights to
active graziers.
A list of active and inactive graziers is provided at Appendix 2.
There are rights for a small number of geese, which are not currently exercised.
There are also rights of turberry, which are not currently exercised
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7.

Give details of any relevant leaseholders, other occupiers, those holding any
relevant charges or those with rights of access over the land.

None known.
There are easements for a national gas pipeline, and wayleaves for national and
local electricity networks and the telephone network.

SECTION D1 – The proposal
8. What works are proposed? (tick all that apply)
✔ fencing
building(s)
other structures(s)
ditch(es), trench(es), embankment(s)
sealed paths, roads or tracks (e.g. concrete or tarmacadam)
other works, please specify:

9. Are the proposed works permanent or temporary?
permanent
✔ temporary
mixed permanent and temporary
If temporary, how long will they be needed?

15 years
10. Is this application, or any part of it, for works that have
already been carried out?
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11. Describe the proposed works below, including the area (in square metres) that they
will occupy. Please include details such as materials to be used and dimensions of all
structures. Make clear which works are permanent, which are temporary, and which
works, if any, have already been carried out. (If the works are only for fencing go
straight to Section D2)

The temporary fence is in four sections, which in total are 2369m in length
The area of the four sections which will tempoarily enclosed is 22.5 hectares
The fence will be standard stock fencing, 1.1 metres high, consisting of wooden
posts, sheep netting (oblong) with a plain wire single strand top wire, erected in
straight lines between strainer posts. Strainer posts will be used at each end of
the fence and at each corner and turning point.
Barbed wire may be required for the top wire in locations where there will be
frequent passage of grazing cattle. Barbed wire will not be used adjacent to
Public Rights of Way.
Gates will be provided for pedestrian and stock access, as detailed in Appendix
3, section 6.

12. Explain why the proposed works are needed and how they fulfil the criteria set out in
Section 39 of the Commons Act 2006. If the proposed works include fencing, please
also complete section D2.
PLEASE SEE APPENDIX 3 FOR A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENT FOR THE FENCING WORKS.
In summary The temporary fencing is part of a wider plan for effective management of the Special Area for Conservation (SAC) designation, which covers the majority of the
common, and to deliver Defra policy outcomes. It will also improve the landscape and visual amenity of the common by enabling the replacement of four non-native
conifer plantations with native trees and scrub. The existing plantations are jarring angular blocks in the landscape; they will be replaced with softer mixed density
native planting in shapes that better fit the landscape and landform. This will improve the amenity for people accessing the common, and viewing it from beyond its
boundary.
It is required for a temporary period of up to 15 years, to exclude livestock and deter wild deer in order to prevent grazing of planted native trees and shrub species.
Once these have successfully established the fences will be removed.
The planting of the fenced enclosures is to create scattered scrub habitat in four locations on the commons. They will replace the existing conifer plantations, and
extend beyond the current footprint of the plantations to allow more natural and sympathetic design.
Scattered scrub creation is a priority at this site as it is one of the Conservation Objectives for the SAC which are the management actions required for this
international level biodiversity designation. See sections 2 and 9 of Appendix 3 for further explanation, including engagement with Natural England to ensure these
proposals will secure and deliver suitable SAC management.
The wider biodiversity policy from Defra is that creating this habitat is a priority in its own right and also a key element of extending native woodland, scrub and tree
networks at landscape scale. The scrub habitat creation that these fencing proposals will enable will directly deliver key outcomes in Government's 'Biodiversity 2020'
and '25 Year Environment Plan'. See section 6.1 in Appendix 3 for more on this.
The Crosby Commoners Association in association with the landowner, Lowther Estate Trust (LET) wish to apply for a Higher Tier Countryside Stewardship
Agreement, which would start on 1 January 2021. Natural England is working with them to achieve suitable management of the SAC and SSSI through the
Countryside Stewardship scheme.
As well as creating habitats and improving the existing landscape-scale woodland habitat network the scattered scrub creation will also deliver a range of public
benefits - or Ecosystem Services as they are also known. Appendix 3, section 6.2 outlines these important outcomes - which again delivers the policy direction for
public benefits from a healthy natural environment in the '25 Year Environment Plan'.
Public benefit improvements from implementing the fencing, planting and stock management proposals which form the wider management package for 2021-31
include: supporting commoning, hill farming and rural communities; carbon storage and sequestration/mitigating climate change; reducing flood risk; soil conservation.
These are in addition to the biodiversity benefits outlined above. See Appendix 3, section 6.2 for more on each of these public benefits
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13.

Give details of any measures proposed to mitigate the visual impact of the works
and, where appropriate, the way in which the common will be restored once the
works are completed if consent is granted.

Please see Question 17 below.

SECTION D2 – Where the proposed works include fencing (temporary
and permanent)
(If your proposal does not include fencing, go straight to Section E)

14. Please give details of the type(s) of fence proposed, including the height and length,
the area (in square metres) it will enclose and the materials used.

The temporary fence is in four sections, which in total are 2369m in length
The area of the four sections which will tempoarily enclosed is 22.5 hectares
The fence will be standard stock fencing, 1.1 metres high, consisting of wooden posts, sheep
netting (oblong) with a plain wire single strand top wire, erected in straight lines between strainer
posts. Strainer posts will be used at each end of the fence and at each corner and turning point.
Barbed wire may be required for the top wire in locations where there will be frequent passage
of grazing cattle. Barbed wire will not be used adjacent to Public Rights of Way.
Gates will be provided for pedestrian and stock access, as detailed in Appendix 3, section 6.
15. Please explain why the fencing is needed and how it fulfils the criteria set out in
Section 39 of the Commons Act 2006. This should cover: why fencing of this type is
needed, what the aim of the fencing is, and why it is the length proposed. You should
also explain what other types of fencing, if any, have been considered and rejected.
If you are applying for permanent consent please explain why temporary consent is
not appropriate.
PLEASE SEE APPENDIX 3 FOR A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF THE PURPOSE AND REQUIREMENT FOR THE FENCING WORKS.
In summary The temporary fencing is part of a wider plan for effective management of the Special Area for Conservation (SAC) designation, which covers the majority of the common, and to deliver Defra policy outcomes. It will
also improve the landscape and visual amenity of the common by enabling the replacement of four non-native conifer plantations with native trees and scrub. The existing plantations are jarring angular blocks in the
landscape; they will be replaced with softer mixed density native planting in shapes that better fit the landscape and landform. This will improve the amenity for people accessing the common, and viewing it from
beyond its boundary.
It is required for a temporary period of up to 15 years, to exclude livestock and deter wild deer in order to prevent grazing of planted native trees and shrub species. Once these have successfully established the
fences will be removed.
The planting of the fenced enclosures is to create scattered scrub habitat in four locations on the commons. They will replace the existing conifer plantations, and extend beyond the current footprint of the plantations
to allow more natural and sympathetic design.
Scattered scrub creation is a priority at this site as it is one of the Conservation Objectives for the SAC which are the management actions required for this international level biodiversity designation. See sections 2
and 9 of Appendix 3 for further explanation, including engagement with Natural England to ensure these proposals will secure and deliver suitable SAC management.
The wider biodiversity policy from Defra is that creating this habitat is a priority in its own right and also a key element of extending native woodland, scrub and tree networks at landscape scale. The scrub habitat
creation that these fencing proposals will enable will directly deliver key outcomes in Government's 'Biodiversity 2020' and '25 Year Environment Plan'. See section 6.1 in Appendix 3 for more on this.
The Crosby Commoners Association in association with the landowner, Lowther Estate Trust (LET) wish to apply for a Higher Tier Countryside Stewardship Agreement, which would start on 1 January 2021. Natural
England is working with them to achieve suitable management of the SAC and SSSI through the Countryside Stewardship scheme.
As well as creating habitats and improving the existing landscape-scale woodland habitat network the scattered scrub creation will also deliver a range of public benefits - or Ecosystem Services as they are also
known. Appendix 3, section 6.2 outlines these important outcomes - which again delivers the policy direction for public benefits from a healthy natural environment in the '25 Year Environment Plan'.
Public benefit improvements from implementing the fencing, planting and stock management proposals which form the wider management package for 2021-31 include: supporting commoning, hill farming and rural
communities; carbon storage and sequestration/mitigating climate change; reducing flood risk; soil conservation. These are in addition to the biodiversity benefits outlined above. See Appendix 3, section 6.2 for more
on each of these public benefits
Planting without fencing, using only tree guards to protect the trees, would not be effective as livestock and deer would be able to graze them and stop establishment of the scrub habitats. This is not a suitable
option.
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16. Please say what other measures (if any) you have considered (i.e. alternatives to
fencing) and explain why these are not suitable.
The fence is needed to protect the planted trees and scrub habitat from stock and deer grazing.
It is not possible to achieve this by complete removal of stock from the common or more severe reduction in stocking
levels across the common. The aim is to balance the desire for environmental improvements with maintaining viable
and sustainable agricultural businesses in the area, including farming stock on the fell.
Grazing is also an essential management tool in the restoration of the non-woodland habitats over the rest of the
common. Summer sheep numbers need to be maintained at a high enough level to prevent vigorous rank grasses
out-competing herbs, slower growing dwarf shrubs and other species. Grazing sheep on the fell is an important part
of the cultural heritage of the area.
It was considered whether the young scrub species could be protected only by tubes. However, experience has
shown that this leaves them vulnerable to damage from stock and deer which often rub on, weaken and then push
over the protective guards, exposing the young scrub plants which are then eaten. Not only is this expensive to
replace but each plant lost means a year lost; and replacing scrub plants leaves the scheme vulnerable to failure
practically, with implications for grant aid.
The requirement for fencing to achieve the tree and scrub habitat creation was supported by numerous stakeholders
who engaged in the informal consultation process.
Further details are provided in Appendix 3.

17. Give details of any measures proposed to mitigate the visual impact of the fencing.
PLEASE SEE APPENDIX 3 FOR THE LVIA (LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT) WHICH SUPPORTS THIS APPLICATION
One of the key objectives for this fencing is to enable landscape and visual amenity improvement. The existing rectangular box shaped conifer plantations are
a visual detractor on the common, and are all within the Yorkshire Dales National Park. They provide inappropriate jarring shapes in this limestone dominated
landscape, and do not fit with either the landscape character of the grain of the landform.
Therefore the replacement of the plantations has been encouraged and is supported by the key landscape stakeholders: Yorkshire Dales National Park
Authority, Friends of the Lake District and the Open Spaces Society, They commented that they wanted to see this change to enable a long-term improvement
to the landscape. Also, many local people commented that there would be significant landscape and visual benefits from replacing them with native trees and
scrub , during the informal public consultation stage. None of the 50+ members of the public who participated raised any concerns - including regarding
landscape - about these proposals. The feedback from the informal consultation process is set out in Appendix 3,

To aid the design process and informal consultation a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) has been undertaken by a landscape specialist. This
is attached as part of Appendix 3 of this application. This sets out the landscape assessment, and the rationale for concluding there will be landscape and
visual improvements as a result of the fencing. The replacement of the regualr straight-sided shapes by less regular shapes is a key element, along with the
species choice for replanting.
Fences have been positioned below the skyline to reduce their visual impact following detailed on-site assessment. The use of existing boundaries has helped
reduce the length of new fencing required, particulalry tying fences in with existing drystone walls.

18. Give details of the number, type and location of stiles, gates, gaps or other means of
access.
Locations where field and pedestrian gates plus stiles (for informal desire lines only) are required to enable public access and to ensure
Public Rights of Way remain unimpeded were discussed and agreed with access stakeholders - both statutory and non-statutory,
across a range of users.
The design of these gates and other access furniture was provided by Cumbria County Council, and agreed with other stakeholders.
Details of gates, including locations on maps, are given in section 6 of Appendix 3. In summary:
Site 1 - Dina Gill planting - has pedestrian and stock gates in two locaitons
Site 2 - Seal Howe South planting - 3 stock gates
Site 3 - Seal Howe West planting - 2 stock gates
Site 4 - Howe Nook planting - 2 stock gates

SECTION E – Planning permission
19. a) Is planning permission needed for your proposal?
b) If yes, has planning permission been given?
If yes to b), please enclose a copy of the planning permission.
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SECTION F – Designations
✔ Yes
20. Is the proposal in or near a Site of Special Scientific Interest
(SSSI), a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) a Special
Protection Area (SPA), or a wetland listed in accordance with the
Ramsar convention?
If yes, please give details and identify this area on the map (see Section J).

No

Crosby Ravensworth Fell Site of Special Scientific Interest - see Map A2 in Appendix 3
Asby Complex Special Area of Conservation- see Map A3 in Appendix 3

✔ No
21. Will the proposal affect a Scheduled Ancient Monument (SAM)?
Yes
If yes, please give details and identify the location of the SAM on the map (see
Section J).

We have engaged with the local authority and National Park archaeological services, which has
enabled a design which avoids any SAMS or other known historical features.
Proposals for identifying and avoiding unknown archaeology are set out in Appendix 3, section 5.3

22. Is the proposal in a National Park?
If yes, please give the name of the National Park.

✔

Yes

No

Yorkshire Dales National Park

Is the proposal in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(AONB)?
If yes, please give the name of the AONB.

Yes

✔

No

Will the proposal affect an area of special landscape value or
World Heritage Site?

Yes

✔

No

If yes, please give details and identify the area on the map (see Section J).

SECTION G – Existing works and adjacent common land
✔ Yes
23. Are there any existing buildings, roads, fences or other
No
constructions on the common?
If yes, please give details. Please also identify these on the map (see Section J).

The existing fences on the common are shown on Appendix 4, along with the
proposed new temporary fencelines
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✔ Yes
24. Does any area of common land or village green of a different
No
registration number adjoin the common on which the works are
proposed?
If yes, please give details. Please also identify the boundaries on the map (see
Section J).

Adjacent commons with shared boundaries are:
CL11 Hardendale Fell & CL7 Bank Moor (Westmoreland).
All three commons are shown on Map A1 in Appendix 3, Annex A

Section H – Procedure
25. Most applications are determined by the written representation procedure.
However, we may decide that a site inspection by an Inspector is needed. Where we
decide that there should be a site inspection the Inspector will usually visit the site
unaccompanied.
Do you wish to be present or be represented at the site visit?
If yes, please suggest a suitable meeting place.

✔

Yes

No

Crosby Raavensworth Village Hall,
Crosby Ravensworth
CA10 3HY
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SECTION I – Advertisement and consultation
26. You must advertise your proposal in one main local newspaper and at the main
points of entry to the common (or, if there are none, at a conspicuous place on the
boundary of the common). Use the draft notice at Annex A of the Notes.

27. You must also send a copy of the notice (using the letter at Annex C, C1 or C2 of
the Notes) to the following:
✔

the owners of the land (if different from the applicant)

✔

the commons council or commoners' association (if there is one)

✔

all active commoners

✔

others with a legal interest e.g. tenants, those with easements, or
other rights over the land and any other person occupying the land

✔

the Parish Council

✔

the relevant Commons Registration Authority (usually the county
council or unitary authority), District or Borough Council

✔

Natural England (Please send only to
enquiries@naturalengland.org.uk)

✔

Historic England

✔

National Park Authority (if the proposal is in a National Park)
AONB Conservation Board or Joint Advisory Committee (if the proposal
is in an AONB)

✔

Open Spaces Society

✔

the local authority archaeological service

28. Which newspaper has the
advertisement appeared in?
On what date?

Cumberland and Westmorland Herald
Friday 18 September 2020

On what date will the
Sunday 18 October 2020
representation period end?
This date must be at least 28 days from the date the application is
advertised. Incorrect notices are a common problem and may result in you
having to re-advertise, so please read Section I of the Notes carefully.

Section J – Maps
29. Please enclose two copies of the map that meets the requirements set out in Section
J of the Notes. The map should show everything required by sections F and G of this
form, and it must clearly show what you are proposing to do and where. Incorrect
or unclear maps are a common type of problem with applications for works,
so please read Section J of the Notes carefully.
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Section K – Checklist (tick to confirm)
30. For all applications:
I have read the relevant Notes and Guidance Sheets.
I have answered all the questions on this form in full (where appropriate.)

✔

✔

✔
I have enclosed a map (2 copies) that meets the requirements of Section J of
the Notes.
✔
I have enclosed a copy of the commons register in respect of this common,
where registered, i.e. details of the land, rights, ownership and the register
map.
I have enclosed a copy of any document mentioned in answering the questions ✔
on this form (e.g. planning permission, etc.)
✔
I have completed and enclosed a copy of the health and safety questionnaire

I understand that any of the application papers may be copied to anyone who
asks to see them.

✔

31. For Section 23 (National Trust Act 1971) only:
I have enclosed a letter from the National Trust confirming its view that the
proposed works are "desirable" under Section 23(1)
32. I have:
Advertised the proposal in one local newspaper
Posted a copy of the notice at the main entry points to the common
Sent a copy of the notice to all those listed at Section I
Placed a copy of the notice, map and application at the inspection point

✔

✔
✔

✔

Enclosed the letter, based on the example at Annex D of the Notes, confirming
that the advertising requirements have been met.
Signed

Dan Hunt - sent by email

Name

Dan Hunt - Agent 2 (see section B1a)

Date

16/9/2020

You should keep a copy of the completed form.

General Data Protection Regulation
Your application will be in the public domain. Therefore all documents (both paper and
electronic) associated with it may be disclosed during the application process to others,
including other Central Government Departments, public bodies, local authorities, other
organisations and members of the public.
For information about how we process the information you provide please see Common Land
Guidance Sheet 13: Privacy Policy at the link below.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/common-land-guidance-sheet-13-privacypolicy
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